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Abstract
Supply-chain management problems are common to most industries and
they involve a hierarchy of subtasks, which must be coordinated well to
arrive at an overall optimal solution. Such problems also involve more than
one stake-holders, such as the supplier, the transport companies that supply
goods from source to destinations, and multiple management levels within
the supplier. Thus, these problems involve a hierarchy of decision-makers,
each having its own objectives and constraints, but importantly requiring
a coordination of their actions to make the overall supply chain process
optimal from cost and quality considerations. In this paper, we consider
a specific supply-chain management problem from an industry, which involves two levels of coordination: (i) yearly strategic planning in which
a decision on establishing an association of every destination point with
a supply point must be made so as to minimize the yearly transportation
cost, and (ii) weekly operational planning in which, given the association
between a supply and a destination point, a decision on the preference of
available transport carriers must be made for multiple objectives: minimization of transport cost and maximization of service quality and satisfaction
of demand at each destination point. Thus, the resulting problem is bilevel,
for which the operational planning problem is nested within the strategic
planning problem. The problem is also multi-objective in nature. Moreover,
the problem involves several practical challenges, such as uncertainty in
demand at each destination, non-linearity and non-differentiability of the
cost model, large dimensions, and others. We propose a customized multiobjective bilevel evolutionary algorithm, which is computationally tractable.
We then present results on state-level and ZIP-level accuracy (involving
about 40,000 upper level variables) of destination points over the mainland

USA. We compare our proposed method with current non-optimization
based practices and report a considerable cost saving.

1. Introduction
Supply chain management (SCM) problems are common in most integrated industries, as a product is made from several raw or pre-finished
sub-products and the product itself, after being produced, must be transported to several destination locations. SCM problems come in different
complexities and involve multiple goals, such as minimizing transportation
cost, adhering to scheduled delivery time, maximizing service quality, etc.
Importantly, different sub-tasks are hierarchical and interconnected. Thus,
it is not surprising that SCM problems are often treated as optimization
problems [1, 8, 15].
In this paper, we consider a particular routine SCM problem in which a
product needs to be supplied from multiple source locations (manufacturing
plants or warehouses) to several destinations across mainland US states and
ZIP locations. The task is considered routine, as the product needs to be
supplied according to a given demand every week for an entire year at each
destination location. The task is hierarchical having at least two levels. The
strategic level task is to identify (i) an association of each destination location
with a specific source location and also (ii) an assignment of a set of transport
carrier companies with each source location. The strategic task is done less
frequently, may be once a year. For a specific combination of these two
sub-tasks fixed for the entire year, every source location is then aware of the
destination locations where the product needs to be supplied to and also
the carrier companies that will deliver the products. Then, at the operational
level, a decision needs to be made to allocate an optimal proportion of daily
demand to be transported by a carrier company to every destination location.
This task needs to be done more frequently, may be once every week or
daily. Thus, the operational (or lower) level task has as many optimization
problems as the source locations. At the strategic (or upper) level, there is
an overriding objective of minimizing the overall transportation cost for
delivering products from every source to every destination location. At
the lower level, there can be a single or two objectives: (i) minimizing the
transport cost associated with every source location for completing the
delivery task to all its associated destination locations, and (ii) maximizing
a service quality of all carrier companies chosen to deliver the product from
the specific source location. A little thought will reveal that this problem is a
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bilevel optimization problem involving a single objective at the upper level
and at most two objectives at the lower level. The problem is more complex
than an usual bilevel optimization problem, as the lower level task involves
multiple optimization problems in parallel.
Bilevel optimization is commonly characterized as a mathematical programming problem that involves two nested levels of optimization. The
outer problem is usually denoted as the upper level optimization task and
the inner optimization task is usually denoted as the lower level problem. In
the are of game theory, bilevel optimization problems were first introduced
by Stackelberg [12] and came to be known as Stackelberg games; Then
Bracken and McGill [2] from the area of mathematical programming later
presented bilevel problems as a constrained optimization task, in which the
lower level optimization problem acts as a constraint to the upper level optimization problem. The interest in bilevel programming has been driven by
a number of applications arising in the field of operation research, including
transportation [10, 4, 3], management [13], facility location [7, 14, 13]. Over
the past few years, evolutionary computation (EC) has become a promising mean in solving bilevel optimization problems because of its flexible
framework and population approach, offer viable means to address the complexities that are otherwise difficult to handle using classical optimization
techniques.
In this paper, we develop bilevel evolutionary optimization methods
to solve single and multi-objective version of the above-mentioned SCM
problem. The study is also significant as after considering one state-level
destination location, we have considered ZIP-level destination locations,
involving about 40,000 nodes. This consideration increases the problem size
by 1,000-fold and makes the overall bilevel programming task challenging.
Moreover, one of the trade-mark challenges of SCM problems is that demand
to each destination is usually uncertain and that demand changes weekly
and seasonally. We have considered demand uncertainties as well and
investigated its effect in arriving at robust solutions of the problem. With all
these considerations, this study brings evolutionary computation close to
real-world application of a routine supply chain management problem.
In the remainder of this paper, the specific supply chain management
problem is described in Section 2. Details of source and destination locations and associated transport carriers are mentioned as well. Thereafter, in
Section 3, we formulate the SCM problem as a bilevel optimization problem.
Section 4 describes the evolutionary bilevel optimization procedure developed for solving the SCM problem. Then, Section 5 presents the simulation
results for both single-objective and multi-objective bilevel versions of the
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SCM problem. Advantages of using the multi-objective version is also described in this section. Thereafter, in Section 6, the demand uncertainty is
considered and results are shown. The difference between robust solutions
and deterministic solutions are then highlighted. Section 7 discusses the
modified algorithm for handling ZIP-level destination locations, thereby
addressing a large-scale version of the SCM problem. Finally, Section 8
concludes this extensive study.
2. Problem Description and Modeling

Figure 1: An example of the upper level problem showing destination (states) to source
location associations.

The supply chain management problem with two levels of interactions
is described in Figure 1. We provide more details of the problem in the
following subsections.
2.1. Source Locations and Their Characteristics
In total, 10 source locations all over mainland USA are considered, as
shown in Table 1. Each source location is considered to have infinite capacity,
so that any quantity of product can be supplied from each source. Here, we
4

Table 1: Ten assumed source locations.
Location #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

City
Saint Louis
Los Angeles
Augusta
New Orleans
Detroit
Minneapolis
Charlotte
Philadelphia
Houston
Seattle

State
MO
CA
GA
LA
MI
MN
NC
PA
TX
WA

Abbrev.
StL
LA
AUG
NOR
DET
MIN
CHA
PHI
HOU
SEA

also assume that a single product is supplied from all source locations to all
destination locations.
2.2. Destination Locations and Their Demand Modeling
We consider two scenarios related to destination locations. In the first
scenario, we consider one destination location at the capital city of every
state, thereby making 48 different destination locations all over mainland
USA. In the second scenario (discussed in Section 7, we have considered
one location at every ZIP level, thereby making a total 40,000 destination
locations. At each location, following parameters are chosen based on
realistic data obtained from a particular industry:
• A yearly average demand is set to be 42,400 in shipments.
• The demand at each destination location is proportional to its population statistics.
• Two types of demands are considered, seasonal and non-seasonal.
A deterministic or fixed demand example is provided in Figure 2 for some
states. In the event of demand being uncertain (considered in Section 6), the
demand changes from week to week.
2.3. Transport Carrier Modeling
At each source, five competitive transport carriers are regularly contracted to fulfill the anticipated demand. And we assume additional transport
carriers with willingness to take any volume are always available with 25%
5

Figure 2: A examples of deterministic demand at some states.

surcharge in cost to ensure a timely delivery when an unanticipated increase
in demand occurs. Each carrier company is modeled with the following
attributes:
• Total number of operating trucks.
• Number of work days in a week.
• Cost ($ per truck-mile).
• Service (customer satisfaction rate in percentage).
The averaged cost of the regular-contracted transport carriers is set at
$1.91 and a maximum cost difference between the most expensive and
the least expensive carriers at any source location is assumed to be within
10%. To be realistic, all carrier companies are modeled to be in trade-off
situation with each other. The regular carrier companies have minimum cost
restriction (calculated according to the number of trucks and cost), but not
the non-regularly contracted carriers. An example is provided in Figure 2.
Table 2: An example of the available transport carriers at a plant

Carrier1
Carrier2
Carrier3
Carrier4
Carrier5
Carrier6∗
∗

Trucks
7
8
6
9
5
N.A.

Cost
$1.93
$1.82
$1.88
$1.97
$1.94
$2.39

Service
0.90
0.82
0.86
0.93
0.91
0.88

denotes all the non-regularly contracted carriers.
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Min. Charge
$4050
$4370
$3380
$5320
$2910
N.A.

3. A Bilevel Formulation of the SCM Problem
We present the bilevel formulation of the SCM management problem
in Equation 1 and the notations used in the formulation are presented in
Table 3.
Min.

F (x, y) =

∑ ∑ f m,n (x, y),
m n

s.t.

n
y ∈ argmin f m,n (x, y) =

c

0

∑ f j (x, y j ) |,

j =1
d

∑ wi · yij ≤ Cj ,

i = 1, . . . , d(estinations),

(1)

i =1
c

∑ yij = Di ,

j = 1, . . . , c( arriers),

i= j

o
d
0
f j (x, y j ) = max( ∑ DDi (x) · yij · CCj , τj ) ,
i =1

m = 1, 2, . . . , p(lants),

n = 1, 2, . . . , 52 weeks.

Table 3: Notation Used In The Proposed Bilevel Formulation

Symbols
x:
y:
w:
τ:
C:
CC:
D:
DD:

source-to-destination association
demand fulfillment matrix
days need for a round trip
carrier minimum charge
carrier capacity
carrier cost
demand
driving distance

4. Proposed Algorithm
Finding an optimal source-to-destination association mapping involves
two levels of interactive optimization of integer variables, which makes
the problem given in Equation 1 a bilevel integer non-linear programming
7

problem [9]. Bilevel programming (or Stackelberg game) has become an
increasingly popular framework in solving supply-chain management type
problems and researchers have used both approximated and nested methods
to handle the problem in different applications. These two strategies have
their own advantages and disadvantages. An meta-model based approach
might be computationally tractable, but does not, in most cases, guarantee
optimality. On the other hand, an exact method would guarantee optimality
with certain assumptions, but might be computational intractable for many
real-world application scale problems.
In the remainder of this section, we describe a nested bilevel approach
which is customized to solve this SCM problem. The supplying decisions (x)
is determined at the strategic level (upper level) of our solution procedure
that assigns a supplying plant index to every demand destination. Once
the supplying decision is fixed, at the operational level (lower level) we
determine the corresponding optimal delivery decision (y) at each time
stage. A population-based method is used to generate supplying strategies
at the upper level and the corresponding optimal delivery strategies are
obtained by solving a non-linear integer programming problem at the lower
level.
Algorithm 1: Upper level initialization procedure.
Input: population size (N)
Output: population (P)
1 Initialize P ← ∅, i ← 0
2 for indvIndex < N do
3
for destinationIndex < length(indv) do
4
Sort driving distance (DD) from each plant m to each
destination i in ascending order.
5
The probability of supplying i destination from plant m is :
6
prob. ← DD from m to i
sum(top 5 DD)
7
Assign indv(destinationIndex) based on the above prob.
8
end
9
P(indvIndex) ← indv
10 end
11 return P
A population-based method uses principles from biological evolution to
drive the population towards the optimum by generating offsprings from
8

genetic operations (crossover and mutation). The proposed solution method
progresses in a nested manner and two different population-based optimization algorithms are used at the two levels. To improve the convergence
efficiency of the proposed algorithm, a customized initialization (described
in Algorithm 1) is introduced in the upper level. The lower level populationbased algorithm uses customized recombination and mutation operators
that are recently proposed by Deb et al. (details can found at [5]). A variance
based stopping criteria (as described in Equation 2) is used for termination
at both level, as shown below:
αT =

∑in=1 σ2 (xi )| T
.
∑in=1 σ2 (xi )|0

(2)

When the value of α T at any generation T becomes less than αstop then
the algorithm terminates. In the above equation, n is the number of upper
level variables, σ2 (xi )| T is the variance across dimension i at generation T
and σ2 (xi )|0 is the variance across dimension i in the initial population.
The proposed algorithm has been implemented in MATLAB. The parameters used in the algorithm are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

λ = 2 (offsprings created at each generation),
r = 2 (individuals updated at each generation),
N = 48 (upper level population size),
n = 48 (lower level population size),
αstop = 0.001.

5. Experiments Setup and Empirical Results
In this section, we present the empirical results obtained from using the
proposed bilevel formulation of the SCM problem with the demand and
carrier models described in section 3. We first compare it with the commonpractice strategy, which is a simplified single-level model that overlooks
the delivery planning stage by averaging over the available carriers. To
simulate the performance of this single-level model, we use a random
assignment method to replace the optimization process in the operational
level. We then enhance our model and proposed algorithm to handle various
practicalities including multiple objectives in the operational level planning,
robust solution under demand uncertainties, and a large scale destinations.
The results are presented in the following part of this section.
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5.1. State-Level Destination Locations
The initial experiment is conducted on a restricted destinations in which
we limit the possible demand destinations to state level (the lower 48 states).
We then use state capitols to calculate the driving distances from supplying
source locations. A simulation result over one year (52 weeks) comparing
single-level and our bilevel model is provided in Table 4, with savings
provided in the parentheses.
Table 4: Yearly Transportation Cost Comparison on State-level Destinations.

Model

Single-level

Bilevel

Transportation Cost

$ 16.2M

$ 15.5M (4.3%)

Figure 3: An example of state level destination bilevel solution.

It is worth to note that the resulting source-to-destination associations, as
shown in Figure 3, in the strategic level are identically the minimum driving
distance strategy from both models. The source locations are marked on the
map with corresponding color indicating the supplying destinations in state
level. One instance of the optimized delivery strategy in the operational
level for the plant at Saint Louis in week 32 from our bilevel model is
provided in Table 7. The related model information is also provided in
Table 5 and 6.
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Table 5: Demand destinations serving from the plant at Saint Louis.

Destinations
Round Trip Days

AR
2

IL
1

KS
2

KY
2

MO
1

TN
2

Table 6: The available transport carriers of Plant At Saint Louis

Carrier1
Carrier2
Carrier3
Carrier4
Carrier5
Carrier6

Trucks
6
7
7
7
6
N.A.

Cost
$1.86
$1.89
$1.92
$1.96
$1.85
$2.39

Service
0.85
0.87
0.89
0.92
0.84
0.88

Min. Charge
$3350
$3970
$4030
$4120
$3330
N.A.

Table 7: Cost-optimal delivery strategy from operational level optimization of plant at Saint
Louis in week 32.

Carrier1
Carrier2
Carrier3
Carrier4
Carrier5
Carrier6
Supply
Demand

Ar
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
6

IL
4
23
0
0
0
0
27
27

KS
0
0
0
0
6
0
6
6

KY
0
0
0
0
9
0
9
9

11

MO
12
15
0
0
0
0
12
12

TN
13
17
0
0
0
0
13
13

Occ. Cap.
42
42
23
49
0
49
0
49
42
42
0 N.A.
Tran. Cost
$29,880

5.2. Multiple Objectives at the Operation Level
The supply-chain management in practice most often has multiple conflicting goals arising from economic, environmental and efficiency-related
issues. Similarly in this problem, a second objective of maximizing the
service quality at the operational level is essential from the practical perspective. Hence, a multi-objective optimization method is a ideal way of
first finding a set of trade-off Pareto-optimal solutions and then choosing
a preferred solution based on the multi-criterion decision analysis. We use
the carrier service quality rate (CS) described in Section 2 to formulate the
second objective, the service quality, as below:
(2)

f m,n (x, y) =

c

d

∑ ∑ yij · CSj .

(3)

j =1 i =1

We then incorporate the non-dominated sorting and crowding distance
technique proposed in [6] to assign fitness in the operational level optimization. Now a set of trade-off solutions are preserved at the end of each
operational level optimization, and we use the same example in the previous
subsection to illustrate.

Figure 4: Pareto-optimal trade-offs between transportation cost and service quality of source
at Saint Louis in week 32.

The Figure 4 presents a set of Pareto-optimal solutions that shows the
trade-off between transportation cost and service quality of the plant at
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Saint Louis in week 32. The delivery strategy represented by one of the
extreme point that minimize the transportation cost is the same as the results
shown in Table 7 in the previous subsection, as expected. We also provide
the delivery strategy details of one intermediate solution in Table 8 and the
other extreme solution that maximize the service quality in Table 9.
Table 8: Intermediate trade-off solution from Figure 4.

Carrier1
Carrier2
Carrier3
Carrier4
Carrier5
Carrier6
Supply
Demand

Ar
6
0
0
0
0
0
6
6

IL
0
0
0
27
0
0
27
27

KS
2
0
0
0
4
0
6
6

KY
0
0
0
0
9
0
9
9

MO
0
0
0
12
0
0
12
12

TN
13
0
0
0
0
0
13
13

Occ. Cap.
42
42
0
49
0
49
39
49
26
42
0 N.A.
Tran. Cost
$30,340

Table 9: The best service quality solution from Figure 4.

Carrier1
Carrier2
Carrier3
Carrier4
Carrier5
Carrier6
Supply
Demand

Ar
0
5
1
0
0
0
6
6

IL
0
0
0
27
0
0
27
27

KS
0
0
6
0
0
0
6
6

KY
0
0
4
5
0
0
9
9

MO
0
0
0
12
0
0
12
12

TN
0
0
13
0
0
0
13
13

Occ. Cap.
0
42
10
49
48
49
49
49
0
42
0 N.A.
Tran. Cost
$31,050

The main difference among these three Pareto-optimal solutions is the
number of shipments assigned to the Carrier4, which provides the best
service quality among the five available transport carriers at a premium
price. A gain of 5% improvement in service quality costs an increase of
$1,170 in weekly transportation for the plant at Saint Louis to switch from
a transportation cost prioritized delivery strategy to a service prioritized
strategy. The overall strategic level planning solution from bi-objective operational level planning remains the same as the minimum driving distance
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strategy solution shown in Figure 3. The operational level decision is made
on random-basis for simulation purpose and a more sophisticated decision
making procedure can be easily incorporated into our proposed algorithm.
The results are summarized in Table 10.
Table 10: Yearly transportation cost and service quality comparison for state-level destinations.

Model
Transportation Cost
Service
∗ An

Quality∗

Single-objective

Bi-objective

$ 15.5M

$ 15.9M

0.86

0.89

averaged service quality in percentage from operational level.

6. Robust SCM Solutions Under Demand Uncertainty
The uncertain demand (demanduncer ) that may arise in our bilevel formulation is modeled with a Gaussian random variable with the anticipated
demand being the mean and a variance controlled by the parameter σ, as
shown below:
demanduncer = demand + σ · demand · N (0, 1),

(4)

where N (0, 1) denotes a normal random variable. An example of the resulting uncertain seasonal as well as non-seasonal demands are provided
respectively in Figure 5 and 6.
To account for the uncertainties that may arise in demands, the operational level procedure in our proposed algorithm has been modified to
first collect samples from the corresponding demand random variable, then
optimize against each of the collected samples and then take an average
of the objectives in the end of the process for subsequent calculation. For
the purpose of demonstrating the proposed method, we run the simulation
using our bilevel model with single objective (transportation cost) in the
operational level. And we introduce uncertainties in all the state-level destinations and our proposed robust solution procedure has found the optimal
strategic level decision with σ = 0.1 as shown in Figure 7.
To further analyze the sensitivity of the results obtained from our proposed robustness-based solution procedure, we run 11 trials of re-evaluating
14

Figure 5: Seasonal demand with uncertain- Figure 6: Non-seasonal demand with uncerties.
tainties.

Figure 7: The strategic level decision under 10% demand uncertainties.

the deterministic optimal strategic level decision (presented in Section 5.1)
with uncertain demands at all state-level destinations, we then compare the
results with the robust optimal strategic level decision in different σ settings.
Table 11 records the minimum, median, and maximum transportation cost
from the 11 trials of the experiment and Figure 8 provides a visualization of
the results.
It is clear from both Table 11 and Figure 8 that the robust solutions from
our proposed method have a smaller variance in the objective function
values compared to the same for the deterministic solution. This indicates
the importance of a robust optimal strategy in making a relatively insensitive
solution to the uncertainties in demand values. However, the lower variance
occurs with a minor sacrifice in the median objective function value. It is
15

Table 11: Robust and Deterministic Solution Comparison on Yearly Transportation Cost

Determ.
Robust

MIN
$14.3M
$14.2M

σ = 0.05
MED
$15.5M
$15.6M

MAX
$16.1M
$16.0M

MIN
$13.9M
$14.1M

σ = 0.1
MED
$15.6M
$15.9M

MAX
$16.6M
$16.3M

MIN
$13.6M
$13.9M

σ = 0.15
MED
$15.5M
$15.8M

MAX
$16.9M
$16.5M

Figure 8: Robust and Deterministic Solution Comparison on Yearly Transportation Cost

now a matter of higher-level management decision whether the trade-off
between robustness in terms of a more stable objective value (transport cost)
and the increase in objective value is acceptable to the specific industry or
not.
We now discuss the qualitative differences between the deterministic
and robust solutions obtained with different σ values in demand.
• For a 5% uncertainty in demand, there is no difference in the sourcedestination allocation between deterministic and robust solutions. The
uncertainty is too small to keep the deterministic solution to be robust.
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• However, when a 10% or more uncertainty in demand is considered,
the robust upper level solution re-assigns VA state to Plant at CHA
from Plant at PHI, which was assigned in the deterministic upper
level solution. The uncertainty level is large enough to make the
deterministic solution brittle.
There are differences in the lower level solutions between deterministic and
robust solutions, thereby causing the differences in the overall transport
cost, as shown in Table 11.
7. Large-Scale Version of the SCM Problem
Until now, this paper has restricted the demand destinations to state
level to make our bilevel model and the proposed algorithm computationally tractable. Unfortunately, the demand in practice could come from any
of the ZIP locations in the country. Hence, to tackle this problem, we first
performed a post-optimal analysis on the optimal single objective (transportation cost) operational level decision with the state level destinations
and two important rules have been extracted, as shown below:
• The cheaper transport carriers should be completely assigned.
• Long-distance delivery should be assigned to cheaper transport carriers with priority.
We then use these two rule-based delivery strategy to approximate the
reaction function (Ψ) of the operational level optimal decision, instead of
running an optimization algorithm at this level. The upper level problem is
still solve using an EA. This idea falls in the category of derived heuristics
based optimization proposed recently in another context [11]. We re-write
the original bilevel formulation presented in Equation 1 as below (g(x, y)
denotes all constraints):
min
s.t.

F (x, y),
y ∈ Ψ ( x ),

(5)

Ψ(x) = argmin{ f (x, y)| g(x, y) < 0}.
One instance of the operational level solution with ZIP-code destinations
of the plant at Saint Louis is provided in Figure 9. The respective strategic
level decision is provided in Figure 10. These figures shows that ZIP level
association is now made independent of state boundaries, thereby reducing
the overall transport cost of solving the SCM problem from $ 15.5M to $
15.2M.
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Figure 9: Optimized operational level decision of the source at Saint Louis.

Figure 10: Optimized strategic level decision with ZIP-level destinations.

8. Conclusions
This paper has considered a specific supply chain management problem
motivated by discussions and data obtained from an integrated industry.
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The SCM problem is hierarchical, having two levels of management considerations – (i) strategic decisions which are performed yearly to decide on
global SCM parameters such as association of destination locations with a
specific supply location and assignment of transport carrier companies to
each supply location, and (ii) operational decisions which are performed
weekly to decide on the extent of the use of each carrier company at each
supply location for every week. The resulting bilevel problem has been
solved using a customized bilevel optimization algorithm for single and
multiple objectives at operational level. Results from bilevel consideration
have shown to have about 4% reduction in overall cost of operation compared to a single-level optimal solution. When both transport cost and
service quality of carrier companies are used two objectives at the operational level, the multi-objective bilevel algorithm is able to find a better
service quality solution with a slightly increased transport cost.
Following the deterministic demand scenario, the SCM problem has
been made more realistic by considering uncertainty in the weekly demand
at each destination location. A robust bilevel procedure has been used
and the resulting robust solution has been shown to have a more stable
overall transport cost compared to a large fluctuation observed with the
deterministic solution.
Finally, to make the SCM problem more realistic, the original singleobjective bilevel SCM problem is extended to include the large-scale version
(ZIP-level). It has been observed that a supply location may now get associated with ZIP locations from multiple states, thereby providing a reduced
overall transport cost.
The study is significant from the algorithmic point of view, as well. Consideration of state-level (small size) to ZIP-level (large size), deterministic
to uncertainty-based demand, single to multiple conflicting objectives, and
single to bilevel optimization in the SCM problem make the study close to
practice. The study has also shown the flexibility of evolutionary algorithms
to handle all such challenges faced in a specific real-world SCM problem.
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